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These unicorns of Silicon Valley are particularly interested in the Chinese market！ 
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Jubilee is a We-Media on WeChat public 

platform. In her report on NetEvents2016 

global press and analyst summit, she generally 

writes brief introductions to each 

NetEvents2016 vendor for the China readers. 

 

Jubilee also provides her comments following 

the vendor introductions. 
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Here are the summaries: 

1. Aanplan 

Aanplan has been curious about the Chinese market, but they dare not easily enter the market. After all, Salesforce 

has not entered the Chinese market. Their concerns include different business processes, different compliance in 

China, and even domestic Chinese SaaS enterprises. The plot of competing with Microsoft changed into competing 

with Oracle, can only illustrate that the reason the value of this SaaS enterprise steps into the Unicorn rank is that 

they have reached the stage of paying attention to the big customers. 

2. Javelin 

Javelin's CEO is still young. He is full of wonderful fantasies for the Chinese market. Though they know that China 

has a large agent called Digital China, it still needs time for them to really enter the Chinese market. However this 

next generation hacker detection and defense system is really COOL. There's a kind of fun as cat catching mouse. 

NetEvents participants were deeply impressed. 

3. VeloCloud 

It is difficult not to mention Cisco when mentioning the network. Almost all early Silicon Valley network 

innovative enterprises, perhaps except Juniper, were entangling with Cisco till the end. They stand at the opposite 

side of Cisco, then eventually acquired by Cisco. In recent years, federalism is more in line with the ecological 

development under new changes. So VeloCloud is in the C round of financing to obtain a strategic investment from 

Cisco. After all, good interoperability is a good thing for the realization of both technology and user experience. 
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4. Cylance & Wedge 

It is difficult to judge Cylance to be a "small Symantec" or "small Google", because it applies AI technology to 

segmented security areas. Indeed, the unknown offensive side of cybersecurity threats is human (hackers), and the 

defensive side must use human-like (AI) technology to deal with. And thanks to McAfee, the founder of Cylance 

has a certain understanding of the Chinese market. Whether the cooperation with Wedge will therefore result in 

indirect entering the Chinese market or not remains to be seen. In addition, over years the network security 

businesses share a fate of being eventually acquired by large enterprises, so what their fate will eventually be? 

5. Ixia and NetScout 

Ixia has been an established network and application performance testing company for more than 20 years and has 

been listed on the NASDAQ and has branches in China. This time, they have been transformed, they brought 

network security programs to NetEvents, and their security revenue has accounted for 40% of their total revenue. 

Their technologies dealing with botnets and DDos attacks are remarkable. 

NetScout is a market leader in real-time service assurance and network security solutions. It is a listed company 

with more than 30 years of history. NetScout has been in the Chinese market for more than 10 years and has been 

working with Digital China successfully in financial and carrier industries. This enterprise was also started with 

testing, and now has expanded its territory to security, intelligence, surveillance and other fields. The patented 

technology such as Adaptive Services Intelligent (ASI) can continuously monitor the delivery environment, identify 

performance and security threats, and provide insight into the network. 

Jubilee Comments on Ixia and NetScout: Silicon Valley will continue to have unicorn companies, but how they can 

have a sustainable development is also a problem. These already listed Silicon Valley companies are constantly 

restructuring and transforming themselves. This type of self-gene reengineering is required for a sustainable 

development. So is a keen sense of smell of market innovation. From testing to network performance and network 

security, they all analyze the network traffic and judge the anomaly. These two companies choose the technical 

similarity to expand their market. 
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